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Abstract -  Continuous  time    ∑∆  Convertor  is  an  highly power efficient modulator which has overcome the pipeline  and 

Discrete time modulator as they require more number of high speed gain stages.Morever it is has an aliasing free Nquist band 

which is made available by oversampling and an on chip filter is also present.The input is resistive with no sampling so it is easier 

to drive the entire modulator with miniscule noise and an on- chip clock conditioner is used.There are several drawbacks 

associated  with  CTDSM  like  clock  jitter  and  excess  loop delay.In this paper different techniques to reduce Excess Loop 

Delay(ELD) in a continuous time delta sigma modulator is analysed and presented. 

 

Index Terms— Delta-Sigma; Oversampling ;Clock jitter; Excess Loop  Delay(ELD);Continuous Time ∑∆ Modulator (CTDSM). 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 THE NAME DELTA-SIGMA MODULATOR 

MEANS INTEGRATION OR SUMMING (THE 

SIGMA) IS OVER THE DIFFERENCE (THE 

DELTA). 

 
Fig 1.1 Basic Block Diagram of ∑∆ modulator 

 
Fig 1.2 Sampled data equivalent structure of CTDSM 

The integrator feeds the input signal to the quantizer 

then the quantized output is feeded back and subtracted 

from the input[1]. 

The average value of  quantized signal tracks the input 

signal with the help of a feedback.The difference is 

stored in the accumulator which is self correcting. 
Thus,the integral components of CTDSM are a loop 

filter or loop transfer function,a clocked quantizer and a  

 

feedback DAC[2]. 

 
Fig 1.3 Simple Model of  CTDSM 

 

 

The presence of a nonlinear quantizer   in a linear 

circuit makes the system behavior very complex to 

analyze.Thus the output consists of an signal transfer 

function associated with the input and an noise transfer 

function associated with the error signal. 

∑∆     modulator        are    oversampling   convertors    

where oversampling  ratio  is    .The  performance 

metrics linked with  ∑∆ modulator  are spectral leakage  

and uncertainity in periodogram, SNR, Dynamic 

range,Full scale amplitude,Maximum SNR,Maximum 

stable amplitude and Spurious free dynamic 

range.There are several nonidealities associated with 

CTDSM such as component mismatches and tolerance, 

multibit DAC level mismatch,inband noise,designing 

the first stage,clock jitter and excess loop delay. 

Since Excess Loop Delay is the  latest research topic so 

this problem is been taken as a motivation to write this 

literature. The research on this topic started since 1991 

and is still ongoing. CTDSM are used in low frequency 
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audio signals, the creation of black and white images 

for print from a gray scale input was another 

application where CTDSM noise- shaping techniques 

were used, also in application such as sensors,frequency  

synthesizers,digital  radio,switched  mode power 

supplies and motor controller. 

 

II.EXCESS LOOP DELAY IN CONTINUOUS 

TIME DELTA SIGMA MODULATORS 

 

The  quantizer  is  an  latched  comparator  whose  

output  is driving the  DAC.In an  ideal  case the  

current of  DAC is responding with zero delay to the 

clock edge of the quantizer,while in practical use the 

transistor in the latch  and DAC have non-zero 

switching times.So,there exists an delay in DAC current 

pulse and quantizer clock,called as Excess Loop Delay 

. 

Fig2.1 Excess loop delay in NRZ DAC pulse. 

 

 

III.CIRCUIT ANALYSIS ON VARIOUS 

TECHNIQUES FOR COMPENSATION OF 

EXCESS  LOOP DELAY 

 

ELD compensation in CTDSM  has been dicussed in 

papers [3-7],The several methods used for 

compensation of ELD[3-7] has been analyzed in this 

section. I)(A)  Since,ADC  takes  some  time  to   make  

decision,So feedback  DAC  is  clocked  after  some  

time  delayed(ELD) from the sampling instant of the 

ADC. This Delay is responsible for the degradation of 

performance of loop.In this circuit a direct path is added 

[3] around the quantizer and with tuning of filter 

coefficients delay is compensated. 

 
Fig 3.1(a)  Loop Delay in continuous time delta Sigma 

Modulator 

 

(B) 

 
Fig3.1(b) Nth order NTF realization by a loop filter. 

 

Here[3],Excess loop Delay is compensated by 

cascading a block in series.In this circuit operation two 

DAC pulse can be distinguished(NRZ and RZ).All the 

transfer function and modified transfer functions have 

been tabulated in the end of paper in Table I. 

 

II) 

In this Circuit dual slope based time interleave 

quantizer is used to compensate  the ELD[4].The speed 

is increased by using multiple time interleaving 

quantizer,the overall latency with the delay contributed 

by other elements is added to the ELD.The   speed   

limitation   remains   until   ELD   is   not addressed. 

In 3.2(a),a direct feedback path is added around the 

quantizer to realize a fast compensation path.In 

3.2(b),the feedback loop is represented by sample and 

hold technique before quantizer,so delay is bypassed at 

degradation rate of SQNR.In 3.2(c),A digital 

differentiator is used to realize a fast compensation path 

before the quantizer to the input of the last integrator.In 

3.2(d),two cycles of ELD compensation using a 

slow/fast path is realized.In 3.2(e),fast compensation 

path is realized by channel coupling.While one channel 

of TIQ is discharging,the time information of quantized 

signal sent to the other channel. 

 
Fig 3.2 (a) Conventional method for Excess Delay 
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Fig 3.2 (b)   Sample and Hold Circuitry used to bypass 

Excess Loop Delay. 

 
Fig 3.2 (c) A digital differentiator used to mitigate 

Excess Loop Delay. 

 
Fig  3.2(d)  Fast  and  Slow  path  technique  for  

Excess  loop  delay compensation having two cycles. 

 
Fig 3.2(e) Channel coupling used for fast path 

compensation. 

 

 
Fig 3.2 (f) Complete Design of Continuous time delta 

sigma modulator loop consisting of channel coupled 

Time Interleaved Quantizer. 

 

The loop order is increased by the presence of Excess 

loop delay. This method is realized in figure 3.2(d) 

where Excess loop delay is compensated by the 

addition of K0 & K1,and the ideal NTFcan be 

restored[4]. Complete topology of the designed circuit 

as depicted in Fig3.2(f) consists of two satge of loop 

filter.Dual slope time interleaved  quantizer  is  

sampling  the  output  of  the  loop filter.A summer is 

used before constructing a time interleave quantizer,but 

the summation of slow compensation path and 

feedforward path is done by integrators,in addition to 

the summation of dual slope and fast compensation 

path. 

 

III) 

A low noise Gyrator C topology is used[5] in order to 

achieve bandpass filter with high quality Factor which 

is used in 2nd order Delta Sigma Modulator.By the use 

of this technique the capacitor bank used in 

conventional CTDSM ∑∆ can be eliminated.This 

method makes CTDSM Delta Sigma Modulator usage 

flexible in digital recievers.With the usage of tunable 
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Delta Sigma Modulator at intermediate frequency 

eliminates the selection of channel at radio 

frequency.The structure in fig 3.3(a) is flexible for low 

power. 

 

 
Fig 3.3 (a)A Tunable Bandpass modulator with 

introduction of channel selection in intermediate 

frequency. 

The modulator created by this method consists of an 

active inductor circuit,an OTA,a comparator and a 

current steering DAC.In fig 3.3 (b) Transistors M4 have 

negative Gm while M5-M9 have positive Gm.Mp is 

behaving as a resistor.The cascade topology used in this 

active inductor topology [5]increases the output 

impedance which in further is reducing the series 

resistance of RLC series network. Inductance 

expression can be written as 

 
Rex is Mp resistor and 

Thus the inductance is increased by a factor 

(1+gm1Rex) which in turn increases the quality factor 

with a minuscule increase in noise. 

 
Fig 3.3(b) Active Inductor Topology 

 
Fig 3.3 (c) Active Inductor Frequency Response 

 
Fig 3.3(d) OTA 

OTA structure increases transconductance and power 

efficiency. 

 
Fig 3.3(e) Comparator 

Quantizer has been formed with a dynamic D flipflop 

and sample and hold comparator function.  A DAC has 

been used for taking output from the comparator 
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Fig 3.3(f) Current Steering DAC. 

 

A diiferential circuit is used with NRZ feedback 

 
FIG 3.3(g) CTDSM 

In this complete methodology the centre frequency of 

the modulator has been enhanced and SNDR has also 

been increased. 

Excess loop delay compensation is done by addition of 

a latching stage after the quantizer,but at high 

frequencies DAC is contributing more to the loop 

delay.Hence modification in transfer function includes 

eliminating at frequency when loop delay is equal to 

sampling frequency. 

(IV) 

A hybrid delta-sigma modulator [6] is used for higher 

order loop filtering with digital circuits.With the help of 

an additional noise coupling block [Table I] ELD is 

compensated. 

 
Fig3.4 (a) Hybrid Delta Sigma Modulator 

 
Fig 3.4(b) Noise Coupling Block Model 

 
Fig3.4(c) Noise Coupling Block 

(V) 

Here[7] the operation is performed in two stages. Stage 

I quantizer error is extracted by Stage II and processed 

and an qauntizer with a error is added to Stage I.The 

error in processing and extraction of Stage I qunatizer 

error is called as ESLD. The proposed SMASH TI 

crossed coupled modulator[7] is used for ELD 

compensation.e1 and e2 cancel each 

other.But,processing of e1 and e2 through stage 2 

quantizer and loop filter to generate an output y11 and 

y22 is impossible.So,a unit delay is introduced between 

stage I quantizer including both paths and coupling 

point of stage II output. For compensation of delay a 

fast path is added around stage I around quantizer ,and 

an additional cross coupled path is introduced by a 

polynomial,C(z). 
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Fig3.5 Sturdy multistage noise shaping architecture 

 

IV. TRANSFER FUNCTION MODIFICATION 

TABLE I TRANSFER FUNCTIONS OF THE 

ANALYZED CIRCUIT 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

We had provided a jist of different compensation 

techniques used for excess loop delay in a continuous 

time delta sigma modulator.The circuit analysis has 

been done in order to restore the Noise Transfer 

function by tuning of the filter coefficient.As the 

Excess loop Delay is compensated it causes an increase 

in SNR which causes a further increase in 

resolution.Hence by maintaining these tradeoffs the 

performance of continuous time Delta- Sigma 

Modulator can be improved. 

 

VI. APPENDIX 
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